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Swift High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage Swift and enhance your code to take your applications to the next level


	About This Book

	
		Build solid, high performance applications in Swift
	
		Increase your efficiency by getting to grips with concurrency and parallel programming
	
		Use Swift to design...
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Spatial Data Analysis: Theory and PracticeCambridge University Press, 2003
Are there geographic clusters of disease cases, or hotspots of crime? Can the geography of air quality be matched to where people hospitalized for respiratory complaints actually live? Spatial data is data about the world where the attribute of interest and its location on the earth's surface are recorded. This comprehensive overview of the subject...
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Image Processing Based on Partial Differential Equations: Proceedings of the International ConferenceSpringer, 2007
The book contains twenty-two original scientific research articles that address the state-of-the-art in using partial differential equations for image and signal processing. The articles arose from presentations given at the international conference on PDE-Based Image Processing and Related Inverse Problems, held at the Centre of Mathematics for...
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Recent Trends and Developments in Social Software: International Conferences on Social SoftwareSpringer, 2010

	From its beginnings, the Internet has fostered communication, collaboration and
	networking between users. However, the first boom at the turn of the millennium
	was mainly driven by a rather one-sided interaction: e-commerce, portal sites and
	the broadcast models of mainstream media were introduced to theWeb. Over the
	last six or seven...
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802.11 Wireless Networks: Security and Analysis (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2010

	This book shows how to build and analyse wireless networks, exploring how an enterprise wireless network with the highest levels of security can be built. The book also explains how to configure wireless network equipment in order implement various network architectures and levels of security. The contents describe how to set up every...
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Instant Autodesk Revit 2013 Customization with .NET How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	A supercharged guide to creating your own plugins, add-ons, and customizations for Revit with .NET


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Master the fundamentals of programing with the Autodesk Revit 2013 API.
	...
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Corporate Financial Accounting & ReportingFinancial Times Management, 2004

	Corporate Financial Accounting and Reporting is a comprehensive accounting textbook directed at those using financial reports. Its aim is to help current and future managers gain a thorough understanding of companies' published reports and is unique in the fact that it covers all three years of a traditional financial accounting course....
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Java for Data SciencePackt Publishing, 2017

	Examine the techniques and Java tools supporting the growing field of data science About This Book Your entry ticket to the world of data science with the stability and power of Java Explore, analyse, and visualize your data effectively using easy-to-follow examples Make your Java applications more capable using machine learning Who This Book Is...
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Molluscan Shellfish SafetySpringer, 2013

	In a time of rapid climatic, industrial and technological changes in molluscan shellfish producing and exporting regions, it is of the utmost importance to keep a keen eye on developing trends. This collection of recent research in molluscan shellfish safety, risk assessment, risk management, regulation and analytical methods presented at the...
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English Around the World: An Introduction (Cambridge Introductions to the English Language)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	The global spread of English has had widespread linguistic, social and cultural implications, affecting the lives of millions of people around the world. This textbook provides a lively and accessible introduction to world Englishes, describing varieties used in places as broad-ranging as America, Jamaica, Australia, Africa and Asia, and...
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Successful Transposition of Lesson Study: A Knowledge Management Perspective (SpringerBriefs in Education)Springer, 2018

	
		This book analyses the organisation cultures that promote Japanese Lesson Study, identifies the soul of lesson study, which is missing in other cultures, and discusses the conditions for successfully transplanting the Lesson Study to other cultures. Adopting Nonaka and Tateuchi’s (1995) SECI knowledge creation model as the...
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Analysis of Genes and GenomesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
 Analysis of Genes and Genomes is a clear introduction to the theoretical and practical basis of genetic engineering, gene cloning and molecular biology. All aspects of genetic engineering in the post-genomic era are covered, beginning with the basics of DNA structure and DNA metabolism. Using an example-driven approach, the...
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